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Transportation Information for Tour in Shanghai 
Choice No.1: Shanghai Tourist Distribution Center 
Shanghai Tourist Distribution Center is the only tourist distribution spot with the function of tourist 
supermarket. The self-organized model for tourism of the center is the most suitable choice for tourists 
who want to enjoy self-organized trip with convenient transportation service. If you book the tickets or 
self-organized trip, you may simply go to branch center near your place and take the bus to your 
destination, and then take the bus home from the tourism spot at the regulated time. You can book the 
ticket through the website, phone call or even buy the ticket after you are on the bus. 
There are altogether 5 distribution stations of Shanghai Tourist Distribution Center:  
Shanghai Indoor Stadium Station 
Kongkou Station 
Yangpu Station  
Huangpu Station 
Shanghai Circus World Station 
 
Choice No.2: Shanghai Sightseeing Bus 
There are altogether 10 lines for sightseeing buses covering most of the sight spots in Shanghai. For 
detailed information please consult  
(http://ourtour.com.cn/txdestination/traffic_art_detail-id_482.html)  
 
Choice No.3: Public transportation  
Public transportation is quite convenient for tour in Shanghai. There are all together 9 subway lines 
throughout Shanghai connecting most of the downtown districts, and many stations of the subway 
lines are the tourism spots at the same time. The buses run in nearly every street in Shanghai. 
Useful subway lines and stations for tourism:  
Line 1: Shanghai Railway Station, People’s Square, South Huangpi Road (Xintiandi), Hengshan Road, 
Xujiahui, Shanghai Indoor Stadium, Shanghai South Railway Station, Jin Jiang Amusement Park 
Line 2: Zhongshan Park, Jingan Temple, Lujiazui, Shanghai Science and Technology Museum, 
Shanghai Century Park 
Line 3: Hongkou Football Stadium, Shanghai Railway Station, Shanghai South Railway Station 
 
Choice No.4: Taxi 
It is the most convenient transportation tool for you to choose for sightseeing in downtown area of 
Shanghai. But you need to know the Chinese name of your destination as the taxi drivers do not speak 
foreign language. 
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